4:00-4:15
Roll Call: Hannah Ross, Amanda Marwitz, Rebecca Siebert (DCF), Terri Justice (DCF), Wendy Fletcher-Altman (DCF), Douglas Kent (DOH – Bay County), Mary Matthews (Bay CHD), Denise Adams (Sacred Heart), Julie Durden (CMS), Mary Helen Barnes (BBCBC), Susan Coleman (APD), John Reiss (UF)

4:15-6:30

1. What is needed to ensure a successful healthcare transition for Y/YA with complex medical needs as they transition from a pediatric to adult system of care?
   Resources:
   - Age out CMS 2 yrs/financial support
   - Easy excessive care
   - Medical reimbursement
   - Sign up for a comprehensive case manager
   - Enroll in Medicaid for adults
   - Graduate/levels of graduation
   - FLA ped. Society
   - State census-Needs assessment survey data(current)

1A. What is needed to streamline the admission process of a special needs patient? How do we capture the largest percentage of Y/YA with complex medical needs?

- Comprehensive case managers
  - medical providers
  - lobbyist
  - parental support
  - independent living coordinators via the graduation
- Graduation criteria
- Educate condition
• Life skills

2. What is needed to create a preventative care management resource to direct our Y/YA population so that urgent care isn’t the only line of defense?
   • Continuity of continued care
   • Establish a transition advocate/comprehensive case mgr
   • ER education as a front-runner for AMS case mgr
   • Educate PT in condition, life skills
   • DCF-disabled adult services 18-59

3. What is needed to find a home for Y/YA with special needs-a safe harbor?
   • Land, housing serviceable for technical component-habitat
   • Network of AMS advocates
   • Educate in life skills of their condition-graduate levels
   • Assisting facilities for YA: provides care, able to live on own, bathe, clean, job capable(supervisory role)

4. What is needed for a successful 211 program in the panhandle of Florida, using Bay county as the beta site?
   • Provider network in place
   • United way model
   • Provisions with foundation, charities, state
   • Degree of complexity-levels of care
   • Piece meal program
   • State depts. In place

5. For the rural Y/YA with medical & special needs who is responsible to get the world out for coordinators transportation to & from and procedures/check-ups?
   • Trolley-medi-pass card-graduate reward (PANCARE)
   • United way AMS foundation fundraiser
   • Tri-county transportation
   • PT of education resources available
   • Ambulatory
   • Regional transportation authority
   • NW Florida transportation
6:45-7:00   Wrap-up   Hannah Ross
Coalition Facilitator

7:00   Adjourn

Please note: Next Meeting Date: May 10th
**Wrap – Up for the PanhandleHATS creating Action Steps based on regional goals**